Where did last year's grads go?

- **79%** Employed
- **63%** Grad School, Fellowship
- **16%** Still Searching, Taking Time Off
- **21%** Other

Concrete Plans (Employed, Grad School)

*Data from the 2017 Graduating Student Survey: 63.3% response rate

What are recent alumni doing?

**EMPLOYMENT**

- IndieWire
- UTA
- ICM Partners
- NBC
- Bleecker Street
- HBO
- New York Musical Festival
- Squint/Opera
- Village Roadshow

**GRAD SCHOOL**

- LMU/LA School of Film and Television
- USC University of Southern California
- AFI American Film Institute
- SciencesPo.
- NYU School of Medicine

**My Columbia Film & Media Studies degree prepares me to...**

- Situate and analyze films and film theory in aesthetic, historical, technological, economic, and sociopolitical context
- Draw connections between film and other forms of art
- Understand and apply key principles of visual storytelling
- Analyze and interpret visual and multimodal information
- Begin writing a script and making a short film
- Communicate complex ideas orally, visually, and in writing
- Articulate the process and intention behind a project
- Engage with polemics within contemporary art or performance
- Conduct research using primary and secondary sources


For more industries and job titles to explore, visit [What Can I Do With This Major?](http://cce.columbia.edu/thismajor) or schedule a meeting with a CCE career counselor: [bit.ly/CCECareerCounseling](bit.ly/CCECareerCounseling)